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Wearable E-textile systems should be comfortable so that highest efficiency of their functionality can be achieved. The

development of electronic textiles (functional textiles) as a wearable technology for various applications has intensified the

use of flexible wearable functional textiles instead of wearable electronics. However, the wearable functional textiles still

bring comfort complications during wear. The purpose of this review paper is to sightsee and recap recent developments

in the field of functional textile comfort evaluation systems. For textile-based materials which have close contact to the

skin, clothing comfort is a fundamental necessity.
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1. Introduction

Comfort is the most significant feature of materials that have close contact with human skin. Rossi  defined clothing

comfort as a feeling or condition of pleasing ease, well-being, and contentment. He classified comfort dimensions as

thermophysiological, psychological, and sensorial. Thermophysiological comfort is concerned with the heat balance of the

body during various levels of activity, while psychological comfort is all about being at peace with oneself. Sensorial

comfort is a fabric handle related to tactile, moisture, pressure, and thermal sensations . Furthermore, some attempts

have been made to give definitions in relation to clothing comfort. Here are some of them:

A term related to the roles, values, and societal standing is the so-called physiological comfort ;

A state of harmony between the wearer and the surrounding environment ; and

Balanced thermal regulation of the body—thermal comfort or a combination of physiological, psychological, and mental

wellbeing of the human being .

All the said definitions are equally important in the aspects of clothing comfort. Comfort is a very fundamental and decisive

factor for when people buy clothes. Knowingly or unknowingly, people check for physiological or psychological clothing

comfort. Therefore, a fundamental understanding of clothing comfort, more specifically wearable functional textiles, is very

important for quality of life.

Assessing the clothing comfort of clothing material is critical as there are many dynamic contacts between the clothing

and the human body, such as tension force and bending of clothing occurs as the garment is worn on the human body

where there are body parts brought the fabric to be bent or tensioned, as well as friction, compression, and some

gravitational force against the human body where it stands. Figure 1 details various factors that contribute to discomfort of

clothing.
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Figure 1. Illustrates where a rigid body (a)

(assumed) is in continuous contact with a dynamically moving cloth (b). At first contact, the garment touches the skin;

then, when the movement and friction tighten, it touches the soft tissues, and finally has the probability of disturbing the

bone. The directions of the arrow on the cloth indicate the reaction of the cloth with the human skin. For example, the

direction of gravity shows where the fabric has external forces beyond friction and contact with the skin.

In a neutral environment, there is always a set friction between the garment and skin , gravity is exerted , there is

shearing force due to the irregular body shapes , there is tensile force due to tensions, and elasticity and pressure have

been exercised on the garment . Compressional force is also not neglected . All these clothing comfort issues are

always naturally present between the worn garment and the human skin. Therefore, assessing the comfort of clothing

materials whether conventional or e-textile is a required practice.

Clothing is one of the very general basics which the wearer requires to cover the body and protect it from very extreme

surrounding conditions such as weather conditions. However, due to the various demands of the human being, clothing

nowadays serves as protection, gives extra application, and is used for health monitoring, support in sport activities, and

as a means of communications channels. Simply speaking, today, their names are preceded by a prefix called “smart” and

thus are so called “smart textiles” or wearable textiles or functional textiles. The term smart textiles make things easier

and simpler.

With the rapid developments in wearable technology and ever-increasing demands for electronic textiles (functional

textiles), wearable electronics are becoming inadequate for use due to their heavy weight and non-flexible nature. They

do have ridges and can press against the human body, bringing discomfort. Commonly, conventional clothing is expected

to have a good ergonomic fit, be comfortable to wear, and be lightweight and flexible. Nowadays, due to the heavy weight

of wearable electronics, the non-functionality of conventional clothing, and societal demands, smart textiles are now being

widely developed . Smart textiles or functional textiles are demarcated as textile constituents that are capable of

changing their characteristic behavior with response to the inspiration of peripheral features or technical stimuli from the

surrounding environment, with mechanical, thermal, electrical, chemical, or other external sources impacting the change

. The consumer-wearable electronics of today are past their commencement but are still very much in their early

stages. One of the reasons could be comfort issues in different aspects. However, research on the comfort evaluation of

wearable electronics is not growing fast when compared to research on wearable technology development and marketing.

Most of the research on wearable electronics focuses on specific areas such as sensors, actuators, and electronic health

record sharing systems (eHealth). The user most focuses on the benefits that are obtained from the functional fabric

without worrying about clothing comfort.

2. Intelligence Systems/Soft Computing Systems in Clothing Comfort
Evaluation

Neuro computing, fuzzy logic, and other evolutionary algorithms such as artificial neural network (ANN) and adaptive

neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) which are used for the prediction, modeling, and optimization of textile properties

are called soft computing systems or intelligent systems . Human tactile sensations for the textile goods are very

complex  and hence linear modelling cannot solve such relationships. The comfort of textile goods, which is closely

related to the user’s perception and acceptance, has been currently studied and relationships between the physiological

perception and the instrumental data have been estimated using various intelligence techniques. The most frequently

used intelligence methods applied in the prediction of the tactile comfort of textile goods are fuzzy logic, artificial neural
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network (ANN), and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). Settle et al.  discussed the importance of soft

computing/intelligence techniques in the textile industry. The use of fuzzy logic has been used by many researchers

recently after LA Zadeh’s pioneering work in 1965 . Zadeh applied fuzzy logic for solving uncertainty or fuzziness or

ambiguity of different parameters. The comfort of textile goods, particularly physiological perception, is full of uncertainty

and fuzzy logic was the perfect fit for this concept. After Zadeh’s work, Zimmerman  and Mamdani  introduced the

IF-THEN rules which support the ideas of Zadeh.

Thus, implementing fuzzy logic in the sensory evaluation of textile goods was started in 1991 by Raeel and co-workers

. The authors applied the fuzzy transformation matrix to predict the handle of lightweight dress fabrics and found good

agreement between the subjective and the objective evaluation of the same fabric. The fuzzy transformation matrix

enabled them to calculate the handle of the fabrics quantitatively, which further can be used as quality data which can be

used for the communication between the user and the manufacturer. However, fuzzy logic has its own limitations as it

does not have a specified technique that can be used as a mentor in the process of translating human perception into a

rule-based fuzzy inference system (FIS) . Other researchers  have applied fuzzy logic to predict and

represent the comfort of textile goods. The conclusions from all authors confirmed that fuzzy logic is a better method for

comfort prediction of textile goods when compared to linear statistical methods. However, the hybrid models, adaptive

neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), can perform better than the fuzzy logic model. This is because ANFIS uses the

FIS system to transform human knowledge into the rule-based fuzzy inference system . To observe the difference

between the efficiency of fuzzy logic and ANFIS, we used the work performed by Jeguirim et al.  on the use of the fuzzy

logic model to predict the handle of knitted fabric from process parameters. We took the data from their work and we

performed ANFIS using Matlab2017b  and found the following results (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Comparison of fuzzy logic and ANFIS models on the prediction of the handle of knitted fabrics. The fuzzy logic

model was taken without any modification from Jeguirim et al.  and the ANFIS model prediction result was performed

using the same input parameters from Jeguirim and his co-worker’s work. The data were for the supple-rigid attribute only.

A linear fit was employed to observe the difference between the two models (Figure 10). As observed, the linear model

has a better fit for the ANFIS model. The values obtained by the fuzzy logic model were highly scattered. Hence, the

ANFIS model performed better in predicting the handle of the textile goods.

The root mean square error (RMSE) and mean relative percent error (MRPE) were calculated for ANFIS and compared

with the fuzzy logic model from Jeguirim and his co-worker’s work. These two parameters were used to evaluate the

prediction performance of the models.
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where N; total number of observations, y; actual values, p; predicted values.

Based on this computation, the calculated RMSE, RMPE, and the standard deviation values for the ANFIS model were

0.083, 0.062, and 0.72, respectively, while the values according to the work of Jeguirim et al. were 0.29, 1.23, and 0.73,

respectively. These results affirmed that the performance of the ANFIS model is higher than that of the fuzzy logic models.

This is because fewer errors were observed in the case of the ANFIS model. Hence, this review paper recommends the

ANFIS model over the fuzzy logic models. The adjusted R2 value is high. This confirms that the ANFIS model is the best

model for predicting the handle of textile goods.

A similar review was made by Zeng et al.  (Figure 3). The researchers addressed the use of fuzzy logic to integrate

human perception with the instrumental data on textile goods. They applied principal component analysis to support the

extraction of fuzzy rules so that they could build the hand evaluation model. They found that fuzzy logic is an excellent

model for such hand integration and estimation. We performed the ANFIS algorithm using the inputs from the paper and

compared the results with fuzzy logic. We obtained the following result.

Figure 3. The performance difference between fuzzy and ANFIS models in the integration of human knowledge with the

instrumental data. The input data from Zeng et al.  were taken as they are and we applied the ANFIS model to predict

the handle of textile goods. The fuzzy logic model results are taken from Zeng et al. as they are for comparison purposes.

The results (Figure 3) clearly indicate that the ANFIS model is the best method for predicting the handle of the textile

goods from instrumental and human perception data when compared to the fuzzy logic model. The calculated error based

on the linear fit is much higher in the fuzzy logic model than in the ANFIS model. The Pearson correlation coefficient

values indicated that the ANFIS model results are highly correlated to the actual values of the handle property of the

textile goods. Therefore, even though fuzzy logic can be used to predict the handle of the textile goods, the best modelling

is the ANFIS model. For this, a work performed somewhere else  discussed the application of fuzzy logic, neural

network, data aggregation, classification, and clustering in predicting the handle of textile goods so that it can be used as

a data source for quality inspectors, evaluators, and consumers for the clothing comfort quality check of their products.

However, most recently, Xue et al.  have discussed advanced fuzzy logic techniques such as fuzzy genetic and fuzzy

inclusion algorithms to predict human perception of the tactile comfort of textile goods. They claimed that the method they

employed provides a good opportunity to analyze and interpret the vague qualities perceived by human knowledge. The

work was also dedicated to showing how to assess fabrics using visuo-tactile scenarios which are equivalent to our daily

experience, which the users used to assess the quality of the garment during buying decisions. They claimed that these

intelligent techniques can solve the problems that exist in the classical computing techniques. The possible reason for this

issue is that the soft computing techniques are used to develop problem-oriented descriptions and they are more flexible

in nature.

Artificial neural network (ANN) is another intelligence method to estimate the comfort of textile goods. ANN has been used

to predict the handle of textile goods from production and mechanical parameters . It was claimed that the ANN
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model was slightly better than fuzzy logic models for calculating the RMSE and RMPE values of the predicted results. To

this end, the optimization performed using principal component analysis (PCA) may decrease the performance of fuzzy

logic. PCA is a technique for reducing the dimensionality of such datasets, increasing interpretability but at the same time

minimizing information loss. It does so by creating new uncorrelated variables that successively maximize variance.

Otherwise, the fuzzy logic and ANN models have comparative advantages for the sensory evaluation of goods .

An interesting and efficient method for the integration of human perception and instrumental data for the hand evaluation

of textile goods is known as adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). ANFIS combines the advantages of ANN

and fuzzy logic to transform human perception into interpretable data . The ANFIS method can be used to construct the

input-output mapping of human-based knowledge using the IF-THEN rules and then stipulate the data pairs. It uses the

3D and two-dimensional (2D) surface modelling system to forecast the input based on human knowledge to obtain the

quantitative output data pairs. ANFIS has been used to study the subjective evaluation of some knitted fabrics by

correlating sensory attributes and instrumental measurements  and subjective assessment of knit fabrics . The

researchers applied ANFIS to evaluate the subjective preferences for some attributes such as roughness and smoothness

and they were able to relate the non-linear relationships between subjective preferences. They showed that ANFIS

performs better than linear regression analysis methods. The merits of using ANFIS are its capability for predicting and

integrating the non-linear relationships between physiological factors.

The objective data of functional fabrics from instrumental value  and the subjective assessment values from human

experts  have been predicted using intelligent systems. Artificial neural network, fuzzy logic, and adaptive neuro-fuzzy

inference system were implemented for clothing comfort prediction while the data were obtained both subjectively and

objectively. The analysis indicated that the comfort of functional fabrics can be predicted using intelligence systems which

make it easy to assess biased tasks. The actual predicted values show proximate reasoning.

3. Future Perspectives

Clothing comfort, more precisely, wearable textile comfort markedly influences not only our health, well-being, and work

productivity, but also, we may lose the functional aspects. It indicates that there is a noteworthy discrepancy in clothing

comfort requirements due to diversified needs and various functional finishing aspects. Thus, studying the comfort of

functional clothing needs to be profoundly investigated in advance. Smart/functional textile research has grown for the last

two decades. However, the world market share is still at an infant stage. The possible reasons could be:

There are few smart/functional fabrics on the market ;

There are no specific protocols or standards for the development and manufacturing of smart/functional clothing ;

The key factor for the quality of the product in terms of comfort is missing;

The sensory evaluation of smart/functional clothing is currently investigated using methods developed for conventional

fabric; and

There are no standards for the comfort evaluation of smart/functional clothing.

On the other hand, there are a lot of research works being conducted on smart/functional fabrics such as WEALTHY,

WearIT@work, MyHeart, MERMOTH, Avalon, Biotex, ProeTEX, Stella, OFSETH, Lidwine, and INTELTEX . None of

these projects deal with comfort issues but instead deal with the development and manufacturing aspect. Therefore, side

by side, assessing the comfort of smart/functional fabrics should be given attention.
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